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EXCLUDED CHECKERBOARD COLOURABLE RIBBON GRAPH
MINORS
XIA GUO, XIAN’AN JIN, AND QI YAN
Abstract. In this paper, we first introduce the notions of checkerboard colourable
minors for ribbon graphs motivated by the Eulerian ribbon graph minors, and two
kinds of bipartite minors for ribbon graphs, one of which is the dual of the checker-
board colourable minors and the other is motivated by the bipartite minors of abstract
graphs. Then we give an excluded minor characterization of the class of checkerboard
colourable ribbon graphs, bipartite ribbon graphs, plane checkerboard colourable rib-
bon graphs and plane bipartite ribbon graphs.
1. Introduction
The geometric dual is a fundamental concept in graph theory. It can be stated in
the language of ribbon graphs as follows. For a ribbon graph G, its geometrical dual
G∗ is obtained by sewing discs, which will be the vertices of G∗, into the boundary
components of G, and removing the interiors, which will be the faces of G∗, of all
vertex discs of G.
To unify several Thistlethwaite’s theorems, Chmutov [2] introduced the concept of
partial duality which is a far-reaching extension of geometric duality. Roughly speak-
ing, the partial dual of a ribbon graph is obtained by forming the geometric dual with
respect to an edge subset of this ribbon graph. The set of partial duals of a ribbon
graph actually corresponds to the set of states of a link diagram. It includes the clas-
sical checkerboard graph and the Seifert graph as special cases and provides a bridge
connecting knot theory and graph theory. In history the checkerboard graph was once
used to solve the famous Tait conjecture [9] in knot theory. The partial duality has de-
veloped into a topic of independent interest (see [4]) which has numerous applications
in graph theory, knot theory, matroid theory and so on.
For an abstract graph, contracting a loop is the same as the deletion of this loop.
But the ribbon graph has one more vertex after contracting an orientable loop. Hence
there is a fundamental difference between the theory of ribbon graph minors, defined
by Moffatt [7], and graph minors. Robertson and Seymour [10] proved one can char-
acterize every minor-closed family of graphs by a finite set of excluded minors (i.e.
the Robertson-Seymour Theorem). For example, a graph is planar if and only if it con-
tains no minors equivalent to K5 or K3,3. In [7], Moffatt gave a similar conjecture on
the ribbon graph minors and an excluded graph minor characterization for the family
of ribbon graphs representing knot and link diagrams. He [8] further gave a character-
ization of ribbon graphs that the Euler genus of its partial duals is at most one.
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It is well known that a 4-regular ribbon graph is the medial graph of some ribbon
graph if and only if the 4-regular ribbon graph is checkerboard colorable. Clearly, a
ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable if and only if its geometrical dual is bipartite.
The set of Eulerian ribbon graphs properly include the set of checkerboard colourable
ribbon graphs. A ribbon graph is Eulerian if and only if its geometrical dual is even-
face. In [6], Metsidik and Jin introduced the notions of Eulerian minor and even-face
minor for ribbon graphs and characterized the Eulerian and even-face ribbon graphs by
excluding these minors. In the case of abstract graphs, bipartite minors were introduced
by Chudnovsky et. al. [3] to characterize outerplanar graphs and forests. These works
motivate us to study checkerboard colourable ribbon graph minors and bipartite ribbon
graph minors.
The paper is organized as follows. We first give some preliminaries on ribbon
graphs in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the checkerboard colourable ribbon
graph minor and its dual, the bipartite ribbon graph minor. We also give a different
bipartite minor of ribbon graphs coming from bipartite minors of abstract graphs, we
call it bipartite ribbon graph join minor. In Section 4, we characterize checkerboard
colourable ribbon graphs by checkerboard colourable ribbon graph minors and Euler-
ian ribbon graph minors, respectively. By the duality, we also obtain a characterization
of bipartite ribbon graphs via bipartite ribbon graph minors and even-face ribbon graph
minors. We further study the characterization of bipartite ribbon graphs via bipartite
ribbon graph join minors. In the final Section 5, we describe an excluded minors char-
acterization of plane checkerboard colorable and plane bipartite ribbon graphs.
2. Preliminaries on ribbon graphs
We begin with a brief review of ribbon graphs.
Definition 2.1. [1] A ribbon graph G is a (possibly non-orientable) surface with bound-
ary, represented as the union of two sets of topological discs: a set V(G) of vertices,
and a set E(G) of edges such that
(1) the vertices and edges intersect in disjoint line segments;
(2) each such line segment lies on the boundary of precisely one vertex and pre-
cisely one edge;
(3) every edge contains exactly two such line segments.
Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a ribbon graph. As in [5], we call the line segments
intersected by vertices and edges common line segments. By deleting the common line
segments from the boundary of a vertex, we call the remaining line segments vertex
line segments of this vertex. Similarly, if we delete the two common line segments
from the boundary of an edge, we call the remaining two disjoint line segments edge
line segments of this edge, shown in Figure 1, and they are coloured with red, black
and blue respectively. Note that each edge of a ribbon graph consists of two half-edges.
Definition 2.2. [2] An arrow presentation consists of a set of circles (corresponding
to vertices) with pairs of labelled arrows (corresponding to edges), called marking
arrows, on them such that there are exactly two marking arrows of each label.
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Figure 1. A ribbon graph with red common line segments, black vertex line seg-
ments and blue edge line segments.
Arrow presentations are equivalent to ribbon graphs, but they have advantage over
ribbon graphs that they give a particularly efficient way to represent ribbon graphs. We
emphasize that the circles in an arrow presentation are not equipped with any embed-
ding in the plane or R3.
Let G be an arrow presentation and A ⊆ E(G). The partial dual GA of G with
respect to A is constructed as follows. For each e ∈ A, suppose e′, e′′ are the two
arrows labelled e in the arrow presentation of G. Draw a line segment with an arrow
on it directed from the head of e′ to the tail of e′′ and from the head of e′′ to the tail of
e′, respectively. Label both of these arrows e, then delete e′, e′′ and the arcs containing
them, as shown in Figure 2. Note that GE(G) = G∗. Clearly there is a natural 1-1
correspondence between the edges of G and the edges of G∗. In particular we denote
the corresponding edge of e ∈ E(G) by e∗ in G∗.
Figure 2. Taking the partial dual respect to e in an arrow presentation.
A deletion G−e of an edge from a ribbon graph G is obtained from G by removal of
the edge ribbon e. It is equivalent to the deletion of the pair of marking arrows labeled
by e for an arrow presentation. Throughout this paper, we omit the set brackets in the
case of a single element set. A contraction G/e is defined by the equation G/e := Ge−e.
A ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable if there exists an assignment with two
colours to its boundary components such that the two edge line segments of each edges
possess different colours. A ribbon graph is said to be even-face if each of its boundary
components contains even number of edge line segments. A ribbon graph is Eulerian
if the degree of each of its vertices is even. A ribbon graph is bipartite if it, as an
abstract graph, does not contain cycles of odd lengths. A bouquet denotes the ribbon
graph with only one vertex. The Euler genus γ(G) of a ribbon graph G is defined by
γ(G) = 2c(G) − |V(G)| + |E(G)| − |F(G)|, where c(G), |V(G)|, |E(G)| and |F(G)| are the
number of connected components, vertices, edges and faces (equivalently, boundary
components) of G, respectively. In particular, G is a plane graph if and only if γ(G) = 0.
3. Checkerboard colourable and bipartite minors of ribbon graphs
We first recall Eulerian ribbon graph minor and the even-face ribbon graph minor
introduced in [6].
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The distance between two vertex line segments (or edge line segments) lying on
a boundary component is the minimum number of edge line segments lying between
them on the boundary component. The dual distance between two vertex line segments
(or common line segments) lying on a boundary of a vertex is the minimum number of
common line segments lying between them on the boundary of the vertex.
If e is not an orientable loop with the dual distance of common line segments of
e is odd, we call G/e the proper edge contraction. The deletion G − e is proper if
G∗/e∗ is proper. Suppose C is a vertex boundary or a boundary component of a ribbon
graph. If two arrows lie on C and the directions of these two arrows are consistent
with a direction of traveling around C, these two arrows are said to be consistent on
C. Note that a common line segment of a ribbon graph G corresponds to an edge line
segment of G∗ and a vertex line segment of G is still a vertex line segment of G∗. Thus
a vertex boundary of a ribbon graph G corresponds to a boundary component of G∗.
Equivalently, if e is not the edge satisfying the following three conditions, then the
deletion G − e is proper.
(1) the two edge line segments of e lie on a same boundary component, denoted
by C1;
(2) the distance of two edge line segments of e is odd;
(3) if we assign two arrows to the two edge line segments of e such that these two
arrows are consistent on the edge boundary of e, then these two arrows are
consistent on C1.
The operation, evenly splitting a vertex, is defined as follows. See Figure 3.
(1) For a vertex, we pick two vertex line segments so that the dual distance of them
is even;
(2) Then we put two marking arrows of e to these two vertex line segments such
that they are consistent on this vertex boundary;
(3) At last we contract the edge e.
Figure 3. Evenly splitting a vertex.
Dually, the operation, evenly splitting a face, is defined as follows. See Figure 4.
(1) Choose two vertex line segments such that they lie on a boundary component
and the distance of them is even;
(2) Place two marking arrows of e to this two vertex line segments such that they
are consistent on this boundary component;
(3) Contract the edge e finally.
Evenly splitting a face f in an even-face ribbon graph G corresponds to evenly
splitting a vertex f ∗ in the Eulerian ribbon graph G∗.
Definition 3.1. [6]
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Figure 4. Evenly splitting a face.
(1) A ribbon graph H is an Eulerian minor of a ribbon graph G if H can be ob-
tained from G by a sequence of proper edge contractions, component deletions,
or evenly splitting vertices.
(2) A ribbon graph H is an even-face minor of a ribbon graph G if H can be
obtained from G by a sequence of proper edge deletions, component deletions,
or evenly splitting faces.
According to definitions, the following lemma is clear.
Lemma 3.2. [6] A ribbon graph H is an Eulerian minor of a ribbon graph G if and
only if H∗ is an even-face minor of G∗.
Now we define the checkerboard colourable minor and bipartite minor for ribbon
graphs by simply removing the “proper” in the above definition. This is because con-
tracting an edge preserves the checkerboard colorability and deleting an edge preserves
the bipartite property.
Definition 3.3. A ribbon graph H is a checkerboard colourable minor of a ribbon
graph G if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of edge contractions, component
deletions, or evenly splitting vertices.
Dually, we have
Definition 3.4. A ribbon graph H is a bipartite minor of a ribbon graph G if H can
be obtained from G by a sequence of edge deletions, component deletions, or evenly
splitting faces.
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 3.5. A ribbon graph H is a checkerboard colourable minor of a ribbon graph
G if and only if H∗ is a bipartite ribbon graph minor of G∗.
Relations among Eulerian minors, even-face minors, checkerboard colourable mi-
nors and bipartite minors for ribbon graphs are shown in Figure 5.
Let G be a ribbon graph and u, v be two vertices of G. The join of u and v is merging
vertex discs u and v together by identifying an arc lying on the vertex line segment of
u with an arc lying on the vertex line segment of v. Note that the way of joining two
vertices is actually not unique, but it will have no any effect on the characterization of
bipartite ribbon graphs later. The join of two vertices is called permissible if these two
vertices have a common neighbor.
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Figure 5. Relations of the ribbon graph minors.
Definition 3.6. A ribbon graph H is a bipartite ribbon graph join minor of a ribbon
graph G if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of permissible vertex joins, vertex
deletions or edge deletions.
Note that since each permissible join identifies two vertices that have a common
neighbor, these two vertices must belong to the same part when the ribbon graph is
bipartite. Hence, the set of bipartite ribbon graphs is bipartite ribbon graph join minor
closed.
The notion of bipartite ribbon graph minor is different from bipartite ribbon graph
join minor. As shown in Figure 6, H1 is a bipartite ribbon graph minor of the bouquet
B3−e (see Figure 9), but B3−e contains no bipartite ribbon graph join minor equivalent
to H1. On the other hand, the bipartite ribbon graph join minor H2 (having a unique
boundary component) of the ribbon graph G2 cannot be a bipartite ribbon graph minor
of G2.
Figure 6. Bipartite ribbon graph minor and bipartite ribbon graph join minor are
different.
4. Excluded minors for checkerboard colourable and bipartite ribbon graphs
Lemma 4.1. The set of checkerboard colourable ribbon graphs is checkerboard colourable
minor closed and Eulerian minor closed.
Proof. Let G be a checkerboard colourable ribbon graph. Then every connected com-
ponent of G is checkerboard colourable, we obtain a checkerboard colourable ribbon
graph when we delete a connected component. The local presentation of ribbon graphs
G and G/e is shown in Figure 7. Clearly, G/e is also checkerboard colourable. As
shown in Figure 8, the ribbon graph obtained from G by taking evenly splitting a ver-
tex is also checkerboard colourable.

By the dualtiy, we have
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Figure 7. The checkerboard coloured ribbon graphs G and G/e.
Figure 8. Taking evenly splitting a vertex for a checkerboard coloured ribbon
graph.
Lemma 4.2. The set of bipartite ribbon graphs is bipartite minor closed and even-face
minor closed.
Figure 9. The excluded Eulerian minors.
Theorem 4.3. A ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable if and only if it contains no
Eulerian minor equivalent to B∗1, B1 or B3 − e as shown in Figure 9.
Proof. Obviously, B∗1, B1 and B3− e cannot be checkerboard coloured. By Lemma 4.1,
a checkerboard colourable ribbon graph contains no Eulerian minor equivalent to B∗1,
B1 or B3 − e.
On the contrary, suppose that the ribbon graph G is not checkerboard colourable.
We delete all but a component which cannot be checkerboard colourable and we also
denote the resulting ribbon graph G.
If G is not an Eulerian graph, then it has at least two vertices of odd degree. There
exists a path, denoted by P, with the degrees of both two endpoints of P are odd and
the remainders are vertices of even degree. Suppose P = u1u2 . . . uk. By a sequence
of proper edge contractions with respect to E(P) − u1u2, we obtain the ribbon graph
G/(E(P) − u1u2) with two adjacent vertices of odd degree. By taking evenly splitting
vertices with respect to these two adjacent vertices of odd degree, respectively, and
deleting all the components but the component including these two vertices, we can
get an Eulerian minor B∗1 of G .
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If G is an Eulerian graph, we claim that if e is not a loop of G, then G/e cannot
be checkerboard colourable. Let e = uv. We suppose G/e is checkerboard coloured.
The edge e is an orientable loop in ribbon graph Ge. The dual distance of common line
segments of e must be odd in Ge, otherwise, the ribbon graph (Ge)e = G has vertices of
odd degree, contradicting with G is an Eulerian ribbon graph. Thus, for ribbon graph
G/e, the two vertex line segments which contain two common line segments of e are
coloured with two different colours. As shown in Figure 7, the ribbon graph G is also
checkerboard colourable, a contradiction.
We obtain a bouquet G1 by a sequence of proper edge contractions with respect
to the edges of a spanning tree of G. It follows that the arrow presentation G1 is not
checkerboard colourable. We assign two colours to the vertex line segments of the
arrow presentation G1 alternately. Since converting an arrow presentation to a ribbon
graph is adding a line segment from the head of one marking arrow to the tail of the
other marking arrow for each pair of marking arrows, hence the vertex line segments
connected with the head of one marking arrow and that connected with the tail of the
other marking arrow lie on the same boundary component. Hence, G1 is checkerboard
colourable if and only if the colour of the vertex line segment connected with the head
of one marking arrow is the same as that connected with the tail of the other marking
arrow for each pair of marking arrows of G1. Since G1 is not checkerboard colourable,
there exists one edge f such that the colour of the vertex line segment connected with
the head of one marking arrow of f is different from that connected with the tail of the
other marking arrow of f . Let f ′, f ′′ be two marking arrows of f .
If the directions of f ′ and f ′′ are consistent on the vertex boundary of G1. Then
there are odd number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′. We proceed by
induction on the total number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′. Let the
number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′ be 2k + 1 and 2l + 1 respectively,
k, l ≥ 0. If k = l = 0, we derive two Eulerian minors of G1, shown in Figure 10 (a) and
(b). Otherwise, by taking an evenly splitting vertex with respect to the marking arrows
lying between f ′ and f ′′, we obtain a ribbon graph with two vertices, denoted by u1,
u2. If u1 and u2 are adjacent, we contract a non-loop edge, then the resulting ribbon
graph is a bouquet with both the number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′
are odd and the addition of them is 2k + 2l. If u1 and u2 are not adjacent, we delete the
component except the component including the edge f . Then, for the resulting ribbon
graph, both the number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′ are odd and the
addition of them is less than or equal to 2k + 2l. Therefore, by induction, we get a
bouquet with both the number of marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′ are one,
exhibited in Figure 10 (a) and (b). And, by contracting the edge e in Figure 10 (b), B1
is an Eulerian minor of Figure 10 (b).
If the directions of f ′ and f ′′ are inconsistent. Then there are even number of
marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′. By taking a sequence of evenly splitting
vertices with respect to the marking arrows lying between f ′ and f ′′ and component
deletions, we have an Eulerian minor B1 of G, shown in Figure 11.

By using the checkerboard colourable minor, we obtain
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Figure 10. The arrow presentation of G1 when the directions of f ′ and f ′′ are
consistent and its Eulerian minors, in which “ON” denotes the number
of marking arrows is odd.
Figure 11. The arrow presentation of G1 when the directions of f ′ and f ′′ are in-
consistent and its Eulerian minors, in which “EN” denotes the number
of marking arrows is even.
Theorem 4.4. A ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable if and only if it contains no
checkerboard colourable minor equivalent to B∗1 or B1.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.3, we only contract the non-loop edges, so we have
a ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable if and only if it contains no checkerboard
colourable minor equivalent to B∗1, B1 or B3 − e. But, for the ribbon graph B3 − e, by
contracting arbitrary one edge, we can obtain a checkerboard colourable minor B∗1 of
B3 − e. Therefore, the theorem is established. 
By the duality, we have
Theorem 4.5. A ribbon graph is bipartite if and only if it contains no even-face minor
equivalent to B1, B1 or B3 − e.
Theorem 4.6. A ribbon graph is bipartite if and only if it contains no bipartite ribbon
graph minor equivalent to B1 or B1.
To end this section, we give a characterization of bipartite ribbon graphs with ex-
cluded bipartite join minors for ribbon graphs.
Theorem 4.7. A ribbon graph is bipartite if and only if it contains no bipartite ribbon
graph join minor equivalent to B1 or B1.
Proof. It is clear that B1 and B1 do not have a bipartition, so they cannot be bipartite
ribbon graph join minors of bipartite ribbon graphs. Conversely, if a ribbon graph G is
not bipartite, then there exists an odd cycle C of G. We delete all edges but the edges
of C. By taking a sequence permissible joins and deletions of vertex or edge, we can
obtain a bipartite ribbon graph join minor B1 or B1 of G. 
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5. Characterization of plane checkerboard colourable and plane bipartite ribbon
graphs
Lemma 5.1. [7] If H can be obtained from a ribbon graph G by a sequence of edge
contractions, vertex deletions and edge deletions, then γ(H) ≤ γ(G).
Lemma 5.2. [6] If H is an Eulerian minor of a ribbon graph G, then γ(H) ≤ γ(G).
A loop at a vertex is trivial if there is no cycle or any other loop at v which alternates
with the loop.
Theorem 5.3. A checkerboard colourable ribbon graph is plane if and only if it con-
tains no checkerboard colourable minor (or Eulerian minor) equivalent to B3 or B3−e
as shown in Figure 13.
Proof. Since both the ribbon graphs B3 − e and B3 are not planar, by Lemma 5.1 and
Lemma 5.2, they cannot be contained in checkerboard colourable minors (or Eulerian
minors) of a plane ribbon graph.
Let G be a checkerboard colourable ribbon graph. On the contrary, we suppose G
is not planar. By contracting a spanning tree of G we obtain an arrow presentation
of a bouquet, denoted by G1. When we contract a non-loop edge, we get a ribbon
graph with the same number of connected components and faces, one less vertex and
edge. Thus γ(G1) = γ(G). Then we contract all trivial orientable loops of G1, denoted
by G2. Because by contracting a trivial orientable loop, we get a ribbon graph with
one more connected component and vertex, one less edge, the same number of faces.
So γ(G2) = γ(G1), that is G2 is not planar. We delete all components except one
component that is not planar, denoted by G3. By Lemma 4.1, the ribbon graph G3 is
also checkerboard colourable. Thus G3 has no trivial loop (a checkerboard colourable
bouquet has no trivial twisted loops). Therefore, there exist two alternate edges with
the dual distance of one common line segments of one edge and that of the other edge
is zero, and denoted by e1 and e2. Since G3 is checkerboard colourable, as shown in
Figure 12, the arrow presentation of G3 has three cases. Analogous to the Theorem
4.3, by taking a sequence of evenly splitting vertices, non-loop edge contractions and
component deletions, we can obtain the ribbon graphs represented in Figure 13. For
Figure13 (b), we gain a checkerboard colourable minor (or Eulerian minor) B3 − e
by contracting a non-orientable loop. It is in contradiction with the condition that G
contains no checkerboard colourable minor (or Eulerian minor) equivalent to B3 − e or
B3. Hence G is a plane ribbon graph.
Figure 12. The three possible cases of G3.
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Figure 13. Eulerian minors of Figure 12.

By the duality, we have
Theorem 5.4. A bipartite ribbon graph is plane if and only if it contains no bipartite
minor (or even-face minor) equivalent to B∗3 or (B3 − e)∗.
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5. (1) A ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable and plane if and
only if it contains no Eulerian minor equivalent to B∗1, B1, B3, B3 − e or B3 − e.
(2) A ribbon graph is checkerboard colourable and plane if and only if it contains
no checkerboard colourable minor equivalent to B∗1, B1, B3 or B3 − e.
(3) A ribbon graph is bipartite and plane if and only if it contains no even-face
minor equivalent to B1,B1, B
∗
3, B3 − e or (B3 − e)∗.
(4) A ribbon graph is bipartite and plane if and only if it contains no bipartite
ribbon graph minor equivalent to B1, B1, B
∗
3 or (B3 − e)∗.
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